**ABSTRACT:-**

Cyberspace has to turn out to be a large battlefield among laptop criminals and laptop protection experts. In addition, large-scale cyber attacks have fairly matured and turned out to be successful to generate, in an active manner, sizable interruptions and harm to Internet assets and infrastructure. Denial of Service (DoS) assaults are possibly the maximum distinguished and extreme styles of large-scale cyber assaults. Furthermore, the lifestyles of broadly to be had encryption and anonymity techniques significantly will increase the problem of the surveillance and research of cyber assaults. In this context, the supply of applicable cyber tracking is of paramount importance. A powerful method to acquire DOS cyber intelligence is to accumulate and examine site visitors destined to allocated, routable, but unused Internet cope with space called dark net. In this thesis, we leverage large dark net facts to generate insights on diverse DOS events, namely, Distributed DOS (DDoS) and Distributed Reflection DoS (DRDoS) activities.
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**INTRODUCTION:-**

A secure information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure that includes: than public and private agencies in the government, defense, energy (example- nuclear and power), telecommunications (example- mobile), and public health sectors (Example- hospitals), emergency services (example -911), agriculture, finance (example- banks) and Transportation (example by air). This infrastructure is monitored and operated using Internet (also known as cyberspace) There are many interconnected networks computer. Recent Internet incidents have been Organizations can be exposed almost instantly with complete anonymity. Responding to large-scale cyber attacks that could have serious privacy, security and economic impacts (e.g. cyber terrorism, denial of service, information theft, spam, fraud, etc.). For example, the goal of a nuclear power plant is Stuxnet [4], a complex computer virus first discovered in 2010. In 2012, A more sophisticated malware known as Flame[2] has been found to perform large-scale espionage opportunity. Cyber attacks are on the rise. Large organizations (e.g. Google, Facebook, government websites) through the flow of computer network traffic to victims. For instance, in 2014, the net sweet-faced four,444 DoS threats, the biggest in history with a information measure of four hundred Gbps [3]. It additionally happens once a cyber campaign is organized and a given cyber force conducts a series of planned and coordinated cyber attacks and uses botnets (networks of organized and infected computers) to speak and perform attacks. These threats have resulted in four,444 losses price over $110 billion worldwide [6]. These events cause a significant threat, in conjunction with potential threats to human life, particularly if physical objects like sensible grids [7] and atomic energy plants is accessed via the Internet. The widespread use of secret writing strategies and therefore the presence of obscurity considerably increase the complexity of perceptive and work cyberattacks, within the context of correct cyber observance is preponderating. one among the foremost effective ways in which to watch net activity is to manually monitor victimization sensors or traps almost like darknet [8]. Darknet information is outlined as: This network address is deprecated and refers to a replacement host that has not contacted anyone. Not permanently quality, not for legitimate communication. As a result, all were discovered. Since we tend to suspect traffic destined for unconnected hosts, we need studies of those darknet-based observance systems were developed victimization data. sugar for instance, darknets within the past are wont to 1) analysis or find worms, bots and different machine-controlled exploit tools [9].
Mis configuration and different acts like political events[11]. The dark net is AN quality for network security. There are many distribution strategies. [12]I even have designed and designed varied comes (eg CAIDA1) and plenty of renderings, we tend to discovered the information victimization technology. Denial of Service is an endeavor to form a pc or network resource out of stock. It consists of attacks that ar deployed quickly or indefinitely. The temporal order of those attacks is tailored to your use. Massive net traffic flows to the destination scientific discipline address because of the provision of important organization infrastructure. Flood offered information measure with significant traffic, DDoS will effectively disable the service. Potential loss of name, trust and money financial gain.

II. DARK NET INVESTIGATION
we initiate our dark net knowledge investigation. during this context, we tend to elaborate on identification dark net knowledge. Such data might generate indicators of cyber threat activity similarly as give AN in-depth understanding of the character of its traffic. notably, we tend to analyze dark net packets distribution, its used transport, network, and application layer protocols and pinpoint its resolved domain names.

Furthermore, we tend to determine its IP categories and destination ports, similarly as geographically, find its supply countries, we tend to more investigate dark net-triggered threats. The aim is to explore dark net embedded threats and reason their severity. Finally, we tend to contribute by exploring the inter-correlation of such threats, by applying association rule mining techniques, to make threat association rules. Specifically, we generate clusters of threats targeting a particular victim.

- Threat Analysis:By adopting an analysis methodology supported by the utilization of network intrusion detection systems (NIDS), our approach yields universe threats that square measure embedded in dark net traffic.

- Analysis accuracy: The analyzed dark net knowledge includes packet sorts that were omitted by different analysis works (i.e., ICMP in [11]). As such, the info set is made that contributes to a stronger accuracy of the analysis.

- Association rule mining approach: By applying association rule mining and correlation techniques on the threat knowledge, we have a tendency to investigate clusters of threats that co-occur. Such cyber threat intelligence proves that specific threats square measure correlated additionally to providing a stronger understating by decoding the attack situations targeting specific network destinations.

Dark net Measurements
In order to raised perceive the character of dark net information, we tend to primarily give an associate overview of dark net traffic and insights on massive volumes of dark net traffic emanating from varied organizations. Second, we tend to discuss 3 case studies connected to separate events, namely, probing, botnet, and DRDoS activities. Our information set is collected from many sources of real-life data like CAIDA1 and DShield2.

A)Inside Dark net
To understand the nature of dark net data, we provide an overview of its traffic. The data set is pure dark net data captured during a five-year...
period from a single unused network address block [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>40.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Protocol Distribution - Inspired by [5]

Table 4.1 lists the distribution of dark net transport and network-layer protocols. It's shown that the bulk of dark net traffic consists of protocol packets. Several facts will make a case for protocol dominance. First, the protocol provides numerous scanning techniques (i.e., SYN, Fragmentation, SYN-ACK) [7]. Second, generating protocol scanning is mostly a lot of possible than UDP [8]. Finally, as noted in [6], well-known cyber-attacks square measure specifically targeting protocol services.

We more list the highest application protocols found on the darknet. Table 4.2 depicts the top five TCP-based services that are determined supported [5]. The results demonstrate that the Microsoft Directory Service (Microsoft-ds) is leading whereas the NetBIOS is hierarchic second. The previous service is understood to be abused by malware such as the Conficker worm [1]. Additional data on the Conficker worm may be found next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>microsoft-ds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>NetBIOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4602</td>
<td>eDonkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>IDDP-Mapper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Top TCP-Based Services

We more list the highest application protocols found on the darknet. Table 4.2 depicts the top five TCP-based services that are determined supported [5]. The results demonstrate that the Microsoft Directory Service (Microsoft-ds) is leading whereas the NetBIOS is hierarchic second. The previous service is understood to be abused by malware such as the Conficker worm [1]. Additional data on the Conficker worm may be found next.

III. CONCLUSION

Technology has emerged altogether aspects of our lives, unluckily, adversaries area unit abusing technology for his or her own advantages. As a result, web services have to become an inexpensive tool for attackers to get malicious activities like infecting victims' machines, taking management, exhausting resources, and stealing data. Recent events incontestable that people, companies, and governmental organizations can be subjected, at the speed of sunshine and fully namelessness, to amplified, large-scale, and disrupting attacks that may cause severe security and economic consequences and loss of human lives.

DOS attacks area unit may be the foremost outstanding and severe varieties of such large-scale cyber attacks. These attacks can be meted out by a spectrum of people such as criminals, cyber-terrorists, and foreign government spies. Moreover, as the closest approximation of excellent disorder, the net becomes a lovely tool to terrorists for spreading messages, recruiting supporters, designing and coordinate attacks. During this context, it's a national duty of preponderant importance to observe and defend web services.

Packet analysis is that the sole technique used on dark net knowledge to research spoofing activities. This methodology includes inspecting ICMP packets and TTL values. Based on our survey, but a pair of analysis has been done on spoofing and dark net. Therefore, spoofing continues to be a severe malicious activity that desires additional attention from the safety analysis community.
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In spite of this many person accessed it for fun and get trapped in it for honeypot as well as killing person life for some money. Before accessing it you should know about its safety measures. In last we conclude that this paper is all about the dark net protocols and analysis of their protocol for investigations.
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